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Artist and Jeweller Anna Davern dissects familiar images both explicitly and implicitly in her new body of work 

Impressa. A collection of brooches that read as oversized badges with which we can imbue social and political 

meaning.  

Inspired by the miniature portraits commissioned by Queen Elizabeth 1st, Davern dissects and reassembles, combines 

collage, computer image manipulation, sublimation, slicing and riveting, producing both multiples and one off pieces 

that combine low fi kitsch with high end object.  Three figures, two queens and a rogue, are dissected and 

reinterpreted. Their images skewed, switched and sometimes obscured calling into question their meaning and place in 

our popular culture.  

400 years before the birth of punk, British monarch Elizabeth the 1st understood and embraced the power of self-

promotion. The aesthetic of wearing your allegiance in a spray of badges with DIY fonts, political slogans and cultural 

symbolism has a direct lineage with a Queen who instructed her inner circle to don brooches that acted as loyalty 

signifiers and membership into the inner sanctum of power. Using an array of symbols that acted as a code that 

reinforce both myth and mystery. These brooches acted as a passport into the ‘in crowd’ of the 16th century royal 

court.  

Standing as our anti-establishment punk hero Ned Kelly also gets the Davern treatment. Poster boy for a nation’s 

awkward adolescence, he acts as an unlikely bridge between old world loyalty and new world spirit. By wedging him 

between the queens Davern cleverly points to the development of the Australian character. This now famous 

bushranger outlaw is elevated to rock star status. His unique image is as likely to emblazon tea towels, souvenir 

spoons and biscuit tins as any royal. The iconic hand hewn helmet fits perfectly into the oval shape reminiscent of 

early era photographic portraits and cleverly parallels the ‘making’ process evident in the work. Davern’s sense of 

play with image and idea is a perfect partner for this now mythic and much loved rogue. 

No matter your political leanings the image Queen Elizabeth 2nd has always been deeply rooted in Australian visual 

vernacular. Davern makes no bones about her republican leanings but is neither disrespectful nor dismissive in her 

attitude to the familiar visage of the current monarch. Elizabeth is seen at her youngest, at her ‘most royal’ at the very 

beginning of what Davern terms her ‘benevolent dictatorship’.  

For Australians, the idealisation of Queen and Country divide both nation and individual as we try and tease out our 

belief systems. In Davern’s work the image that gets played with split, rearranged, and complexity injected where 

there was simply a portrait. The changes are subtle and witty. Yes you are wearing a ‘badge’ of the Queen, but are 

you? Question the validity of the image and you are naturally (albeit gently) led to question the validity or utility of 

the figurehead.  

These shape shifting images also remind us of the artistry in Davern’s aesthetic. Commentary compliments artistry as 

Davern develops her collage technique in increasingly sophisticated ways. The dual role of subverting the image and 

creating pattern and intricacy captures both heart and mind of the viewer.  

We can wear our politics on our shirt and certainly we can engage in debate as to where our loyalties lie. These 

brooches act as coded badges. Davern invites us to engage with the intellectual arguments for and against remaining 

attached to what many consider an outmoded system, an empire long since fallen.  
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